Honda atv 3 wheeler

ATVs survived and thrived, but the s were the troubled end for three-wheelers. A lot of truly
pristine machines roll through Dirt Wheels , but this better-than-new Honda US90â€”the very
first ATCâ€”arrived in a new level of luxury. Vintage Motorsports owner Mike Palmgren The
machine was lifted out like visiting royalty, with its ultra-rare, hyper-valuable original tires
hermetically sealed in plastic, and the too-perfect US90 was reverently set on the Pismo sand.
His ATC is powerful with super traction thanks to the paddle tires. They were easier to ride with
stock tires. As successful as Honda was in the late s with motorcycle sales, no amount of
quality or performance for the available two-wheeler line-up could get dealers through winters
in areas with extended snowy winters. Honda instructed US90 project leader Osamu Takeuchi to
come up with a product that could and would sell in the winter. The all-terrain-vehicle market
barely existed in the s, but one of the available amphibious six-wheelers was featured in Honda
ATC development. Recommended air pressure was between 1. The tires met one design
goalâ€”a machine that was very easy on terrain. In fact Takeuchi wanted less impact on terrain
than a man walking! After deciding on the high-flotation tires, he presented six variations for
approval. Tim Pappas is over 6 feet tall, but he was happy to fold onto the 90 for some fun. He
was able to handle the power you get from 89cc and a 15mm Keihin carburetor and still have
fun. To excite and educate dealers, Honda used production parts to hand-assemble machines
for a huge, week-long press introduction at Pismo Beach. Honda could not possibly have
known the far-reaching effect that the lowly US90 later the ATC90 after Honda trademarked the
ATC designation would have on off-roading and the industry. They admitted that the number of
people that embraced it for work was a surprise. It is unlikely that Osamu Takeuchi could have
imagined Honda ATCs leaping over feet on motocross tracks or being competitive in the Baja It
hides being 47 years old quite well. Even the Honda graphics treatments were designed to make
the ATC90 look fun and safe. Honda was careful to keep the power mild. This clever flip lever
allowed the handlebar to fold and rotate, then be locked back in position. The concept, like the
engine and switch-over low-range transmission were borrowed from the CT90 trail bike. At this
point the ATC is 47 years old and now a collectible. A significant number of those wanting to
relive owning the original three-wheeler contacted Palmgren. He has restored about 15 of these
fun little machines, so when Honda wanted a US90 for its Collection Hall in Japan, it contacted
Palmgren. Seeing the coming collectability, Palmgren collected as many new old stock parts for
the machines as he could. He realized that he could build a complete US90 from new
partsâ€”not a restoration, but a hand-assembled, brand-new three-wheeler. He felt that the
machine should debut at Pismo Beach like those pre-production machines at the original Honda
intro, and he offered to share the occasion with Dirt Wheels. Palmgren started to question his
decision to take this irreplaceable new machine into a saltwater and sand environment. We were
actually starting to question his decision as well, so we were game when he called to ask if we
would settle for a full restoration. So, we had the beginning ATC story with the US90 and the
end with the final version of the most powerful and capable Honda three-wheeler ever made. We
have definitely made progress over the decades. In stock form the ATCR was shockingly quiet
and civilized yet potent. Whoever built this machine decided that the airbox was superfluous
and instead went with a pod-type Uni filter. The US90 Honda thre-wheelernpredates Dirt Wheels
by more than a decade, so none of the staff had actually ridden one before. Pull-starting the
89cc SOHC engine is a breeze, and the altitude-compensating carburetor let the tiny engine
respond cleanly. Performance is leisurely, with a claimed six horses on tap to motivate the
pound machine. The engine is closely related to the Honda CT90 trail bike, so it has a trail
switch on the transmission that drastically lowers the ratios for the four-speed, auto-clutch
transmission. It effectively has eight forward speeds. The riding position is compact, but all the
controls feel normal and work fine. Compared to modern machines, the US90 is happy and able
to lift the inside rear wheel in turns. With the soft tires we could barely get the 90 to slide even
on soft, smooth sand. We have a lot of experience with early, unsuspended three-wheelers,
including the ATC, and we dreaded the kidney-crushing ride. But, the rim-less,
ultra-low-pressure tires offer far more suspension feel than later models that used normal rims
and tires. We were shocked at how fun the tiny machine is. It is easy to see why the machine
was such a hit and why it found a place on farms to move pipes and herd animals. It is thrifty,
nearly silent and capable of handling all sorts of terrain. Four of us rode it, but nobody wanted
to be the first to bend or scratch it. It is as perfect as I have ever built. We were impressed with
the ergonomic improvement over the air-cooled ATCR, but it feels small by modern standards.
The performance was amazing, and the liquid-cooled, counter-balanced engine was much
quieter and smoother. The example we tested is a fully modified but impressively restored
Honda three wheeler example owned by pro race car driver Pappas. Pappas wanted to buy a
perfect, original, stock ATCR, but the owner would sell only if Pappas bought the modified
machine as well. Pappas rode the machine hard, and then turned it over to us. Three-wheelers

were less stable than quads, but they were also more nimble. It is impressive how fun a year-old
machine could be. No doubt Honda at least hoped that the car division launched the same year
would expand to the point that it has, but we would be surprised to find out it had an inkling of
the world and industry that the lowly US90 would create. It was small, quiet and
non-threatening. And, it arrived at a time when dirt bikes were starting to get extremely serious
with more power and taller seat heights. But, ultimately, the ATC90 became far more than
something for dealers to sell in the winter months. Comments are closed, but trackbacks and
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Tuesday-Friday a. These vehicles are built to provide you with non-stop thrills and enhance
your productivity levels. We proudly serve all of Texas, including Dallas and Houston. We also
offer international shipping. There are many benefits to be aware of, including an unmatched
level of quality and response. We know that finding the product you need at a reasonable price
can sometimes be a challenge. When you shop with us for your Honda ATV parts, you can take
comfort in knowing we strive to offer the most competitive pricing available. To put it simply: if
Honda makes it, we can get it for you. To check out all that we offer, be sure to visit the parts
finder on our website. There are tons of Honda ATV accessories to choose from, too. Maybe you
want to add some LED lights that will allow you to safely ride your quad later in the day as the
sun goes down. Maybe you need a powerful winch for moving obstacles out of your path. Have
questions? We can ship internationally or you can visit us in Palestine, TX, to pick up your
order at no cost. Also standard: A handy utility box and a swingarm rear suspension, perfect for
towing or hard hauling. Wide front drive-shaft guards and an easy-to-use reverse system
guarantee great handling and maneuverability. Choose an automatic DCT model and enjoy an
override shifting control. The specially designed class engine is built to promise exceptional
low-rpm torque and power. This uncompromising beast is powered by a potent, liquid-cooled cc
single-cylinder engine, the biggest on any Honda ATV. Connected to a longitudinal-crankshaft,
more power gets to the ground where it matters. With tough bodywork and steel racks front and
rear, this burly ATV can dominate the job and the trail. With its no-clutch transmission, this one
can help new riders focus on the fundamentals while having a blast. Since the
single-overhead-cam engine offers a usable powerband, even more experienced riders will love
taking this one out for a spin. The Honda TRXX is light enough for smaller adults, big enough
for full-sized riders, and a light-handling dream to drive. Let our team help you find the right
Honda parts or accessories for your equipment. Please call us at if you need help finding parts
or to inquire about our stock. Mon: Closed Tue-Fri: a. Sat-Sun: Closed. Toggle navigation. Shop
ATV Parts. Shop Parts. Shop Accessories. Please contact us for a return authorization number.
Due to industry safety standards, we are unable to offer refunds on any returned electrical
parts. Therefore, we ask that you please verify all selected parts are correct before ordering.
Quantities shown on parts list indicate number required, not our stock level. Please call for
stock inquiries. Contact Honda Parts Direct Let our team help you find the right Honda parts or
accessories for your equipment. Contact Us. Phone Email cameron hondaparts-direct. Hours
Mon: Closed Tue-Fri: a. Just a revolutionary off-road vehicle destined to launch a whole new
industry that will sell more than 6. Features include foot guards, easy-to-operate brakes and a U.
Forest Service-approved spark arrester. Designed for experienced riders, the ATCR wins
legions of loyal customers with its adjustable front and rear suspension, front disc brake-both
ATC firsts-and close-ratio five-speed manual transmission. With standard front and rear cargo
racks, Big Red features telescopic-fork front suspension and a dual-range five-speed

semiautomatic transmission. Honda's reputation for performance and durability makes the
pound X one of the industry's most successful sport ATVs. Front and rear racks make it an
indispensable tool for thousands of jobs. With a cc reed-valve induction, liquid-cooled
single-cylinder two-stroke with gear-driven counterbalancer, the Baja-proven mill pumped out
40 percent more power through a six-speed gearbox and was cooled by two aluminum
radiators. The 39mm air-adjustable front fork, adjustable Pro-Link rear suspension, aluminum
wheels and disc brakes were state-of-the-art. This powerful workhorse is equipped with a tough
cc four-stroke engine, a vibration-reducing counterbalancer and a fan-assisted oil cooler as
standard equipment. It becomes very popular with sport ATV riders. The cc Foreman 4x4
features front and rear racks, a high-output, watt alternator and pound towing capacity. Roomy
ergonomics and a smooth-running 89cc four-stroke engine make this a popular ATV. A new
overhead-valve design shortens the height of the engine, permitting more ground clearance and
a lower center of mass. Weighing up to 50 pounds less than its rivals, the Foreman is a nimble
machine when the workday is over and the fun begins. Featuring the same longitudinal engine
layout as the larger Foreman , the Recon offers full-size ergonomics and dependable shaft
drive. Using an XRderived four-stroke powerplant and a cast-aluminum swingarm-another
industry first-the pound EX is an instant success on the showroom floor and at the track.
Four-wheel-drive versions feature a new torque-sensing front differential that sends power to
the wheel with the most traction. The Rancher engine utilizes Honda's longitudinally mounted
engine design, and its height is further reduced by a dry-sump lubrication system carrying oil in
a separate tank inside the engine cases. With more ground clearance and an even lower center
of gravity, the multipurpose Ranchers handle as well as some competitors' sport machines. The
Hondamatic is compact, quiet, rugged, maintenance-free and sealed against external
contaminants, and it features engine braking-all refinements lacking in less sophisticated
belt-drive transmissions. Honda's most powerful multipurpose ATV, the Rubicon features many
innovative design features found on its siblings: longitudinally mounted, dry-sump OHV engine;
torque-sensing front differential; and ESP-controlled shifting in addition to the automatic
shifting modes. The popular ESP version added in remains, along with the conventional-shifting
model. A GPScape version is also available. Three variations are offered: an affordable
two-wheel-drive version with conventional shifting, a manual-shift four-wheel-drive model
Foreman 4x4 and four-wheel-drive with ESP Foreman 4x4 ES. All three models share a
brand-new super-heavy-duty automatic clutch, a patented new dual oil-cooler system, new
styling and dual front disc brakes with Honda's patented built-in scraper system. New front and
rear suspension and TRXR race-inspired styling round out the makeover. A forged slipper
piston, lighter than a conventional design, revs quickly to the rpm redline while maintaining
excellent high-rpm power, thanks to a Other features include new transmission ratios designed
for competition; new A-arms, knuckles and spindles; and a longer swingarm and a new linkage
ratio for improved turning. For , the Rincon engine grows in displacement from cc to cc, sports
a new camshaft for added power, a new exhaust system to ensure quiet running, a rollover
sensor that cuts engine power in the event the machine overturns, plus another Honda ATV
first-programmed electronic fuel injection PGM-FI that delivers optimum power and lower
emissions in all riding conditions. The EPS system monitors steering torque and vehicle speed
to adjust the levels of steering assist and feel. When stopped or at low speeds, it requires a light
steering effort. As speed increases, the amount of assist is adjusted to provide the appropriate
level of feedback. An added benefit is the system's ability to act like a steering damper,
reducing undesirable kickback through the handlebars-which dramatically reduces rider fatigue.
All four variations-2WD manual or ESP electric shifting , 4WD manual or ESP-feature a
longitudinally mounted engine for maximum drivetrain efficiency, low center of gravity for ease
of maneuverability, beefy cooling system, super-heavy-duty automatic clutch, powerful watt AC
generator, corrosion-resistant stainless-steel exhaust header and muffler and front wheel disc
brakes. Available with Electric Power Steering or conventional manual steering these two
models also boast a new double-wishbone Independent Rear Suspension for class-leading
handling, plus disc brakes front and rear. Add to that an all-new rear suspension system that
combines a new steel swingarm design with a single high-quality shock absorber, plus an
independent double-wishbone front suspension armed with new, high-quality shock absorbers,
as well as new, larger mm dual front hydraulic disc brakes, and you have a winning formula that
makes one of the best ATVs around even better than before. Close HondaNews Home. Toggle
navigation Powersports News. Honda News Alerts. Suggested Pages. Included Divisions Honda
Corporate. Honda Autos. Honda Racing. Honda PowerSports. Honda Power Equipment. Honda
Engines. Honda Marine. Date Range. July 23, Featured are a number of milestone models from
Honda's legendary ATV lineup. Back to Top. Quick Links Contacts Subscribe Search. Make
Honda. GO TO superflymotorsports. Model ATCR. I bought this R in and used it very little and

took good care of it. It is in awesome condition with some scratches. The bike run drive and
stops like the day I bought it. I stored it a dry garage and just serviced all fluids. It is still
registered under my name, have a clear title and the California green sticker. Includes original
Honda tools and pouch. Don't miss out on this awesome Honda R. After winning this auction a
Please don't bid if you are not going to follow thru. This item is sold as is with no warranty,
returns or exchange and sale is is final. Winning bidder must pay within three days after close
of auction. Bidders with 0 feed back please don't bid. Item sold as is with no returns, refunds, or
credits. Shipping price is for lower 48 states. Please ask questions before bidding I am the
original owner and this R is in awesome original condition Don't miss out. Honda 3 wheeler has
no mechanical issues It has a crack in left fender small dent in gas tank over all a good bike
kept in doors all of its life. This sold last week, but the purchaser ended up not having the
money and the sale fell through, so am relisting! This is a Goldwing Limited Edition Trike. I
bought this several years ago, and rode it for awhile, but had to have thumb reconstruction on
both hands, so can't use a clutch and hand brake anymore. This has sat, unridden for about 3
years. This is an actual full conversion, 3 wheel trike, not just a kit. I did put a good battery in it
last year, and it turned on, lights and display turned on, but found that it has a bad starter, so
not running at this time. Also the battery is now dead also. Not sure if it has any other issues,
since it has been so long since I have had it running. This does need a fair amount of cosmetic
work. The chrome could use re-chroming, and some of the vents need to be redone. The
previous owner did a really horrible paint job on the front fairing, so that will definitely need to
be redone. The trike conversion is good, but I do not know the manufacturer. I did put a new
front wheel on, but that was about 4 years ago, right before my hands went bad, and hadn't
been ridden on much, but, has been sitting. I do have lots and lots of extra parts, plastic fairing
pieces, wiring harnesses, trim, etc. All will be included. It was my intention to fix this up, paint it,
etc, but injury has prevented me. I am not going to try and get it running at this point. Would be
a nice project for someone, and has great potential. It did ride nice when I was riding it. I will
post pics of the bike right now, and will add more pictures of the extras soon. Any questions
feel free to message me, and I will do my best to answer. This is definitely a fixer upper, but
complete, and with the extra parts, a bonus pics soon to come. I am not the original owner, so
do not know the complete history of this bike. This is pickup only, and will have to trailer it as it
is not running at this time. Sold as is. Title is clear. Update: I did add pictures of the extra parts,
and some updated pics of the bike. I have the battery on a charger, and will see if I can get it
fired up. If the battery is no good, I will get a new one, see what happens. Will post update later.
If you want more pictures of anything, feel free to message. Some of the extra parts are: front
side fairings, both left and right, New side covers, upper, lower, and sub wiring harnesses,
master cyl rebuild kit just bought this, thought it might come in handy , various trim pieces, new
front louvers, extra computer, tank cover, etc.. I may actually try and get this at least started up,
if I have the time. Please message me after purchase to set up time for pickup. Serious inquiries
only. Tow hitch. It will pull my van. Fun to ride. Consider trade for good truck. Model Crx Model
ATC R. Model Gold Wing Model ATC X. There are still a lot of major ATC enthusiasts in this
world. Some guys always enjoyed and preferred 3-wheelers over 4-wheelers. They are getting
hard to find in good mechanical condition. The X is a Great 3 wheeler, will do almost anything
you ask of it, and do it with a grin. This one has had a frame up restoration done on it. Rebuilt
engine, New tires, New drive chain, new wheel bearings, new brakes, almost new every thing!!!
While it was down, the frame was repainted Honda red. These 30 year old ATCs have quite the
following. It was the first 4 stroke sport 3 wheeler introduced by Honda. To this day, the X
remains one of the most popular models both by numbers as well as memories. The 1st
generation ATCX was made between and Check out the pictures, and give us a call, or stop in!!
This one is ready to ride!! If you are in to 3 wheelers, you gotta look at Brennys!!!! A lot of other
power sport dealers will not work on, or sell ATCs, here at Brennys, we grew up on them. We
also have exchange motors, and recoils. Call us for all your ATC needs!!! Check out this ,and
lots of other bikes, and ATVs at brennys dot com!! We take trades!!! Model Gold Wing. I had
recent spine surgery and cannot ride. Make Offer Must sell! Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR.
Winter Springs, FL. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
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dropped their ATCR after , people have wondered how one would look today if it suddenly
returned to the line up. Well, that has not happened yet, but what we have here is probably the
closest thing to a ATCR that Honda would build. It has an aluminum frame, inverted front forks
and a 2-stroke engine with a power-valve, raising and lowering the exhaust port to make a

broader power band. So, how did this modern ATCR come to be? He began with a Honda CRR
dirt bike and converted into a three-wheeler using the standard formula he uses when
converting a CRR four-stroke. The difference here is he wanted to remain closer to the original
king of three-wheelers. It had to have a two-stroke engine which is a reason why the original
ATCR was so fast to begin with. The thing should rev quick, scream on the top and provide a
good hit on the bottom too. Even more so than the ATCR. It certainly looks good too. Man, what
fun it would be to spend a day riding these two machines around a track. Comments are closed,
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